SURGICAL FIRST: PATIENT AVOIDS DIALYSIS THANKS TO
SIMULTANEOUS POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY REMOVAL AND KIDNEY
TRANSPLANT DURING 28-PERSON KIDNEY SWAP
Complex Procedure Coordinated in Conjunction with National Kidney Registry
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Baltimore, Md. – June 27, 2016 – In a first-of-its-kind procedure in the United States, a
patient was able to avoid dialysis when surgeons simultaneously removed two diseased
kidneys and also transplanted a kidney from a living donor – all as part of a 28-person
paired kidney exchange (PKE). The procedure, performed in May on a patient with
polycystic kidney disease (PKD), eliminated the need for the patient to ever undergo
dialysis.
“We worked closely with the National Kidney Registry, which coordinated the 28-person
swap that led to a compatible living donor for our patient,” says David B. Leeser, MD,
associate professor of surgery at the University of Maryland School of Medicine (UM
SOM) and chief of kidney and pancreas transplant at the University of Maryland Medical
Center (UMMC), who developed the plan. “On the day of the transplant, we removed our
patient’s two large kidneys, weighing 10 pounds each, precisely timing our procedure
with the hospital that was providing the donor kidney, so our patient was able to avoid
dialysis.”
The recipient’s wife was unable to donate a kidney to her husband, due to incompatible
blood types. Because kidneys from living donors have better outcomes than those from
deceased donors, a kidney swap was the only option for him to get a living donor kidney.
As part of the PKE, the patient’s wife donated a kidney to another patient, continuing the
chain.
“The success of the procedure was even more dramatic because the UMMC pair was the
key to fast-track repair for this swap that involved 28 surgeries over a three-week
window,” says Garet Hil, CEO of the National Kidney Registry (NKR). “These kinds of
bold and complex breakthroughs are what we have come to expect from NKR member
centers that are always looking to find new ways to improve the lives of patients
suffering from kidney failure.”
Leeser explained that University of Maryland surgeons routinely remove both polycystic
kidneys during a transplant, with one team working in one operating room, and another
team in an adjacent OR to procure the donor organ. While another center had combined
PKD removal with a PKE swap for a patient who was already on dialysis, this procedure
was especially complex due to the need for precise timing in the absence of dialysis.
Leeser and his team developed a detailed plan for this case, including backup plans to
minimize any risks or problems, such as a delay in the arrival of the donor kidney. The
team was prepared to initiate an immediate dialysis session, but it was not needed. They

also had a backup plan to keep the paired kidney chain going in the event they could not
complete the PKD procedure. Another compatible recipient was available to accept the
donor organ, if needed.
Leeser says the entire process was almost seamless. “Just as the new kidney arrived in
our operating room, we wrapped up our removal procedure, and other members of our
transplant team began working in that same OR to transplant the donor kidney."
PKD is a genetic disorder that can enlarge kidneys to the size of footballs, cram them
with fluid-filled sacs and impede the ability of the kidneys to clear toxins and fluids from
the body. PKD affects about 500,000 people in the U.S.
UMMC is one of only a handful of centers in the U.S. that treat PKD by removing both
dysfunctional kidneys (a procedure called a bilateral nephrectomy) and replacing them
with a living donor kidney in one operation. Patients with PKD benefit both from this
surgical approach as well as an innovative PKD research program led by UM SOM
faculty members, as explained in this video.
The kidney recipient, 49-year-old Wayne Hubbard of Cincinnati, a retired police officer,
had been diagnosed with PKD in his 20s, but his condition worsened markedly in the last
seven years, with the enlarged kidneys impeding his breathing, and causing fatigue. “I
could have gone on dialysis, but that wouldn't have solved my other problems,” says
Hubbard.
"When I saw that UMMC would remove both kidneys and do a transplant at the same
time, I went on the paired kidney exchange waiting list for about a year-and-a-half, until
everything aligned."
“The hereditary nature of polycystic kidney disease can make it difficult for patients with
PKD to find suitable donors among their siblings, parents or children who may have PKD
themselves. In that case, the patient may turn to non-blood relatives or friends and coworkers to find a living kidney donor,” says E. Albert Reece, MD, PhD, MBA, vice
president for medical affairs at the University of Maryland and the John Z. and Akiko K.
Bowers Distinguished Professor and dean of the University of Maryland School of
Medicine. “This surgical breakthrough may widen the options for PKD patients by
drawing on the powerful ability of a paired kidney exchange to find compatible donors
from throughout the U.S.”
At the UM SOM Baltimore Polycystic Kidney Disease Research and Clinical Core
Center, researchers have worked to better understand the disease, which is caused by
mutations in two genes. The center is currently involved in a range of clinical trials. UM
SOM scientists are also doing research on how to improve organ transplantation. Among
their efforts:
 Developing better ways of helping the body accept the transplant without
rejection;
 Using tissue regeneration to increase the number of available organs;




Creating more efficient operative tools, materials and techniques;
And developing medical devices to help patients who need a transplant but are not
at the top of the wait list, or don’t have an available donor organ.
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The University of Maryland School of Medicine was chartered in 1807 and is the first
public medical school in the United States and continues today as an innovative leader in
accelerating innovation and discovery in medicine. The School of Medicine is the
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About the University of Maryland Medical Center
The University of Maryland Medical Center (UMMC) is comprised of two hospitals in
Baltimore: an 800-bed teaching hospital — the flagship institution of the 12-hospital
University of Maryland Medical System (UMMS) — and a 200-bed community teaching
hospital, UMMC Midtown Campus. UMMC is a national and regional referral center for
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